From rice-microalgae As removal to electricity generation using a microbial fuel cell: a new conceptual approach for the agro-industrial sector
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The presence of As in soil and water can be considered a global threat that can potentially contaminate the food chain. Thus, the remediation of these resources and the decrease of As concentration is a major research goal, especially in rice that tends to accumulate As in the grain. Arsenic uptake by plant species depends on As concentration in the available fraction of the soil and speciation. Several agronomic strategies have been tested to decrease As concentration in rice grain. These include water management, nutrient management and biological approaches among others. In this context, microalgae is known to be effective in the uptake and metabolize of potentially toxic elements like As, which is a cost-effective approach compared to other agronomic strategies. However, in the view of the current global panorama of growing respect for environmental preservation and focus on energy generation from renewable resources (including domestic and industrial waste products), the use of Microbial Fuel Cells (MFC) has been gaining increased attention. The MFCs have enormous potential as they simultaneously promote the treatment of different types of waste and generate electricity. This is possible due to the conversion of the chemical energy available in the biodegradable substrates directly into electricity, through the catalytic action of electrogenic bacteria attached to the anodic electrode. We aim to develop and establish a protocol for biodegradation of As, captured by microalgae grown in paddy rice fields, in compounds less harmful to the environment and at the same time generating electricity in a continuous process. For this purpose, a selection will be made of cathodic-algae, different electrodes and membrane materials, as well as the operating conditions of MFC. The results monitored are chemical oxygen demand, nitrogen, phosphorus, pH, and production of electricity. At the end, we will be able to evaluate the possibility of decreasing rice As uptake by microalgae that will serve as a raw material for the production of electricity. This will contribute both to help achieve the new European Green Deal policy framework linked with the UN 17 Sustainable Development Goals for 2030, by promoting a resource-efficient and competitive agri-economy while guarantying the health and well-being of citizens from environment-related risks and impacts, covering the “farm to fork” food value chain.